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Quality
Exceptional style - built to last
Over 25 years’ experience in quality craftsmanship has taught us what makes a great,  
long-lasting cabinet. That’s why we guarantee ours for a lifetime*. We pride ourselves on 
innovative design that’s as durable as possible, in 37 stunning styles that will spoil you for choice. 

•	 18mm	thick	cabinets	with	a	12mm	solid	back	panel	for	sturdiness	&	strength
•	 Blum	hinges	and	drawer	systems	for	effortless,	soft,	silent	closing
•	 Cabinet	edges	are	reinforced	to	provide	extra	protection	against	damage
•	 Extra	strong,	discreet	shelf	fixings	create	a	sleek	look
•	 Wide,	adjustable	legs	make	for	a	more	stable	unit	
•	 68mm	service	void	for	easy	installation
•	 Delivered	flat-packed	for	easy	storage	before	installation	

*Cabinets (units, hinges and drawer runners) are guaranteed a lifetime of 20 years. Doors and drawer 
fronts are guaranteed for 10 years. Blum hinges and drawer systems are guaranteed up to 20 years.

0330 123 4123   wickes.co.uk/kitchen
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Expert	service	&	support	at	every	step
We understand that investing in a new kitchen is a big decision, so we’re fully committed to helping you 
do it right. That’s why a dedicated design consultant will personally support and guide you through 
every step of the process – from design and planning all the way through to installation and aftercare.              

A	market-leading	installation	service
Our team are experts at bringing dream kitchens to life and will coordinate your installation from beginning 
to end. We’re so proud of our craftsmanship that we provide a 2-year workmanship guarantee on 
top of our product guarantee. We’re also proud to be a top scoring installation service in the Institute of 
Customer Service survey for two years running.  

Flexible	payment	options
We understand it’s not always feasible to pay upfront in one lump sum. That’s why we off er a range 
of fl exible fi nance options which means there’s no need to compromise on your dream kitchen. 

We	have	everything	you	need	to	fi	nish	your	kitchen
As part of your free design service, you’ll receive expert advice on stylish and functional fi ne-tuning that 
will bring out your inner interior designer. From lighting, fl ooring and paint to appliances, worktops and 
tiles, we have everything you need to tailor your space around you and your lifestyle. 

We	build	kitchens	to	last	–	guaranteed
All of our Showroom kitchen cabinets are guaranteed for a lifetime of 20 years. We’re so confi dent 
in our quality that we also guarantee our doors for 10 years.     

Doing	it	right	for	over	40	years
Since opening our fi rst DIY store in 1972, we’ve developed into a leader of kitchen design and innovation 
but our concept remains unchanged. We pride ourselves on providing the highest quality of service and 
products while off ering outstanding value for money.  

With	37	stunning	styles	to	choose	from,	designed	around	you	and	to	
suit	all	budgets,	you’ll	fi	nd	your	dream	kitchen	at	Wickes.	But	it’s	not	
just	our	designs	that	people	love,	take	a	look	at	other	great	reasons	
that	make	us	the	perfect	choice.		

Why choose a 
Wickes kitchen
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A	new	kitchen	isn’t	just	a	great	investment.	It	expresses	your	
personal	style	and	turns	a	house	into	a	home.	We’re	here	to	
help	you	achieve	a	kitchen	that’s	truly	you	and	support	you	
every	step	of	the	way.	

3 steps to your 
new kitchen 

Then,	it’s	time	for	the	most	crucial	stage	–	relax,	enjoy	
and	show	it	off	!	Whether	you’ve	created	the	ideal	haven	
to	unwind	with	a	cup	of	tea,	more	space	for	family	and	
friends	or	given	it	the	wow	factor	makeover,	nows	the	
time	to	enjoy	your	new	kitchen.

Imagine 
Imagine a kitchen layout that really works, with clever storage and a look that’s 
so you. With your favourite styles in mind, browse online for inspiration. Create 
a digital or paper scrapbook where you can save or print pictures of looks and 
design features you love. When you’re ready to share your ideas, pop into 
your local Wickes to explore our kitchen displays and get expert advice.

Design
Discuss your options from the comfort of your home with your personal design 
consultant while they measure your space. Your new kitchen will be brought to life 
with a 3D design which you can choose to fi t yourself or take advantage of our 
installation service. We’ll also help you manage your budget and time by prioritising 
what’s truly important to you and off ering everything you need under one roof. 

Create 
Turn your dream kitchen into reality. When you opt for the Wickes Installation 
Service, we’ll take care of everything from start to fi nish. You’ll also benefi t from 
our 2-year workmanship guarantee. If you’re using your own installer, your design 
consultant will arrange your delivery and be on hand to answer any questions. 
Whatever you choose, you can rest assured that your new Wickes kitchen will be 
guaranteed for years to come.
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*Depending on local Wickes Approved Installer availability. Please speak to a design 
consultant at your local Wickes store for more details. 

Installation 
made	easy
We	take	care	of	everything,	so	you	don’t	have	to.

Every step towards your new kitchen should be fun, exciting 
and stress-free so our installation service is as quick and 
simple as possible. After carrying out a detailed technical 
survey and agreeing a start date, we’ll not only fi t your units 
but we can also take care of the electrical, gas, plumbing, 
tiling, worktops and fl ooring work. 

A couple of weeks after your installation has been 
completed, we’ll be in touch to make sure everything 
is still meeting your expectations. 

You will receive a 2-year workmanship guarantee 
on top of your kitchen guarantee

We are the top scoring installation service in the Institute of 
Customer Service survey for two years running

Only the best and most experienced tradespeople become 
Wickes Approved Installers

We will remove your old kitchen and dispose of it 
in an environmentally friendly way

Installation as fast as possible. We aim to fi t your new 
kitchen within two months of your order date*

We will provide a complete room solution so there’s 
no need to fi nd specialist tradespeople
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Today’s kitchens are a lot more than a place to cook: 
they’re where we eat, work, play, celebrate and make 
memories. Our designers love a challenge so whatever’s 
on your kitchen wish list, our experts can make it happen..

Small spaces,  
big features

Whether your new kitchen’s home 
is a cosy cottage or city studio, we 
can make every inch count. From 

compact dishwashers to mini sinks, 
our downsized appliances can give 
you a fully workable kitchen without 
compromising on style or function. 

Your kitchen  
your	way

Space-saving 
heating

Available for central and electric heating, plinth  
heaters keep your kitchen toasty and replace the 

need for radiators to free up extra space. They can 
be installed under your units and enable more room 
for cupboards, drawers, worktops and appliances. 

Instant boiling  
water taps

Save time and energy and have hot, cold and 
steaming water in an instant with a 3-in-1 tap. 

This means no more waiting for water to heat up, 
having the right amount of boiling water every time 

and no kettle cluttering up your worktop. 

USB plug  
sockets
Our stylish plug sockets with USB 
ports are are ideal for charging 
phones and kitchen appliances 
without the clutter of multiple  
charging adaptors. 

Waste  
management
Tired of bins getting in the way?  
Concealed inside a cabinet, pull-out bins 
are an ideal solution and our range includes 
options for neatly separating your recycling  

Perfectly
pet-friendly
Transform your pet’s eating and sleeping area into 
a stylish, space-saving design feature. Shown here 
with an integrated bed, food and water dishes, a 
multi-use pet station keeps your kitchen organised 
and floors free from trip hazards.

Any handle, any door
You can opt to go with our recommended handle or 

mix and match to create your own style.Knob and cup 
handles add a sophisticated, traditional feel whilst slim, 

streamlined handles kick contemporary up a notch. 
Turn to page 122 to see our full range.

Workstations and  
office spaces
Need your new kitchen to double up as a sleek  
workspace? No problem. We have ingenious  
ways of including areas that are perfect for  
homework, studying or even a specially designed  
desk with built-in drawers and cupboards. 
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Beautifully	simple,	ultra	sleek.	Intelliga	is	no	ordinary	kitchen.	

Epitomising minimalist design at its fi nest, clean lines fl ow seamlessly along every unit 
thanks to an integrated aluminium rail. This removes the need for handles and creates 
a streamlined, truly handleless look but Intelliga’s clever design doesn’t stop there. 

Tip-On Blumotion technology by Blum means drawers open and close with a feather-light 
glide simply by touching with your hand or knee. The inconspicuous 2.5mm gap around 
each edge results in a continuously smooth fi nish. 

To top it all off , the recessed rail provides space between the worktop and units to give 
surfaces a unique fl oating eff ect. 



Esker Ice
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Esker	Ice
Sleek and chic without a handle in sight, this kitchen’s simplicity 
is the ultimate example of smart design. It harmonises the softest, 
almost pearlescent white with a highly reflective, tough acrylic  
finish to create a bright, open space. The slab-style fascias are 
enhanced by a contrasting two-tone edging.

Intelliga: Beautifully simple. Ultra sleek.

Handleless drawers open and close 
with a single touch thanks to built-in 

motion technology by Blum

High gloss white handleless cabinets finished with a solid worktop and matching upstand creates a luxurious, minimalist look.

Get the 
look

Worktop
Granite – Thunder White

Flooring
225318 – Wickes Gunstock Oak Real Wood Top Layer Flooring

Walls
Granite Splashback – Thunder White

Accessories 
177353 – Astracast Onyx Grey Double Bowl Composite Undermount Sink
173901 – Cone Single Lever Stainless Steel Tap



Esker Azure
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Esker	Azure
Our highest shine finish with a metallic, light-transitioning effect.  
This is ultra-sleek design with a twist. Truly slab-style fascias  
feature two-tone glass effect edging and the extraordinary strength 
of acrylic. Famed for adding a serene, relaxed feel, blue works in 
harmony with natural materials, such as wood and stone, whilst 
keeping the overall look light, fresh and airy. 

Intelliga: Beautifully simple. Ultra sleek.

Continue timber effect flooring on walls and contrast with black accents. Finish with open shelving and 
an atmospheric lighting combination to recreate this rustic industrial look.

Get the 
look

Worktop
Zenith Compact Laminate – Lava Roche

Flooring
138684 – Kronospan Valley Oak Laminate

Walls
Zenith Compact Laminate Splashback – Lava Roch

Accessories 
173912 – Abode Linear Nero Dual Lever Monobloc Black & Chrome Tap

 



Esker Graphite
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Esker	Graphite
We’ve revamped our Esker collection with truly handleless,  
slab-style fascias to give our highest shine, glass effect kitchen  
an uninterrupted flow. The result – a seamless design with a 
dramatic finish. From elegant to industrial, this moody hue provides 
a beautiful backdrop for emphasising pops of colour or dare to go 
darker for a look that’s irresistibly intriguing.

Intelliga: Beautifully simple. Ultra sleek.

Mix and match different-coloured units from our Intelliga Esker collection for a varied and unique look.

Get the 
look

Worktop
Silestone® – Marengo

Walls
147329 – Wickes Oyster Split Face Slate Tiles
Alusplash® Silver Brushed

Flooring
166872 – Wickes Al Fresco Graphite Porcelain Tiles

Accessories 
173908 – Abode Protex 3-in-1 Steaming Water Monobloc Chrome Tap
177376 – Franke Kubus Double Undermount Sink - Stainless Steel 



Glencoe White
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Glencoe	White
The clean lines and silky smooth, high gloss finish of this handleless 
style strike the perfect balance between minimalism and versatility. 
Whether you want sophisticated simplicity with neutral shades or 
to create contrast with bolderhues, white goes with everything and 
gives you an effortless designer look with a fresh, spacious feel.

Intelliga: Beautifully simple. Ultra sleek.

A beautiful blend of cool whites and pale greys creates a soothing, brightening effect. 
Accessorise with organic touches of wood and fresh plants

Get the 
look

Worktop
Apollo® Quartz – Delphin Grey

Walls
Alusplash® Silver Brushed

Flooring
138671 – Wickes Shimla Grey Oak Laminate

Accessories
177368 – Blanco Etagon Single Bowl Undermount Sink
173914 – Abode Prime Single Lever Chrome Tap



Glencoe Cream
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Glencoe	Cream
Your kitchen can have a contemporary, yet cosy feel with this 
beautifully understated shade. A whisper of warmth adds ambience 
to its ultra-sleek, linear looks and is a superb backdrop for vibrant 
and neutral tones and textures alike.

Intelliga: Beautifully simple. Ultra sleek.

Bring the outdoors in and embrace laid-back loft style with botanical prints, stone floors and exposed brick walls.

Get the 
look

Worktop & Upstand
Corian® – Dune Prima

Flooring
143059 – Wickes Stone Mix Silver Porcelain Wall & Floor Tiles  



Glencoe Cashmere
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Glencoe	Cashmere
Redefine chic with the sophisticated styling of Intelliga Glencoe 
Cashmere. Its subtle colouring blends the softest grey with  
delicate rose gold undertones and adds an opulent touch to any 
setting. The truly handleless look gives this deluxe style a sleek, 
continuous profile from every angle that will create a unique 
centrepiece in your home.

Our custom  
worktop options offer 

complete design 
flexibility, including 

beautiful waterfall sides

Intelliga’s integrated vertical  
rail system enables  
handleless opening

Dark wood, forest green and veined marble achieves a designer look.

Get the 
look

Worktop
Silestone® – Marquina

Walls
Dulux MixLab Code – 42GY 09/205

Flooring
138683 – Kronospan Bedrock Oak Laminate 

Accessories 
173913 – Abode Propus Single Lever Monobloc Stainless Steel Tap



Melrose Dove Grey
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Melrose	Dove	Grey
From warm and homely to fresh and edgy, this versatile  
style offers endless possibilities and fingerprint-resistant technology 
ensures Melrose always looks its best. Its satin smooth finish flows 
seamlessly thanks to the true handleless design and is the perfect 
pairing to an ultra-modern look or accessorise with natural textures 
for a traditional twist.

Intelliga: Beautifully simple. Ultra sleek.

Diluted brights and seamless clutter-free surfaces conjure up a light, breezy ambience with an effortless style.

Get the 
look

Worktop
Apollo® Quartz – Calcutta Gold

Walls
Alusplash® Grey Lavendar
Dulux MixLab Code – 26BG 09/247 

Flooring
153676 – Wickes Dalby Light Oak Porcelain Tiles
153678 – Wickes Dalby Weathered Grey Porcelain Tiles

Accessories 
173902 – Wickes Kumai Monobloc Brushed Steel Tap
177344 – Astracast Onyx Large Undermount Stainless Steel Sink
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Heritage
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Heritage Sage
Inspired by Georgian and Victorian styles, beautiful woodgrain peeks through painted 
timber-framed doors which sit within a refined in-frame design. This period styling is 
accentuated by a light, opaque green and looks simply stunning in any setting.

Make a luxurious  
statement with our  
beautiful matching  

dresser unit

Sweeping curves 
soften the overall look

Embrace heritage style and create an elegant country look with a design scheme of muted shades, timbers and ornate details.

Get the 
look

Worktops
Apollo® Slab Tech – Marmo Bianco

Walls
Apollo® Slab Tech Splashback – Marmo Bianco 
Dulux MixLab Code – 80GG 09/164

Accessories
157745 – Brushed Knob & Plate Brass Handles
173900 – Wickes Zores Antique Brushed Mixer Tap
144383 – Wickes Ceramic Double Bowl Butler Sink
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Heritage Bone
Heritage Bone features timber-framed shaker doors, offering the look of natural 
wood in a beautiful in-frame design. This elegant style is painted in the softest 
white, accented by graceful lines and sophisticated detailing.

A unique natural  
timber block is a stylish 

& practical addition to 
an island

Maximise space & 
display yourfavourite 

items within easy reach 
with open  shelving 
between cabinets

Our furniture can  
be used to continue 

your look through to your 
cloakroom & other areas  

of your home
A classic cream kitchen with premium black worktops is given a modern update with an island centrepiece. 

Get the 
look

Worktops
Solid Wood – Oak
Granite – Emerald Pearl

Walls
121948 – Wickes Colour @ Home 
paint in Pewter

Accessories
114060 – Adeline Stainless Steel Effect Bar Handles
173911 – Abode Upton Dual Lever Monobloc Chrome Tap
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Esker
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Esker Azure
Esker Azure blends our highest shine, ultra-strong acrylic finish with the lustre of metallic 
blue. This cool colouring creates a light-transitioning effect and is enhanced by two-tone 
glass effect edging. Pair with Esker Ice or accessorise with contrasting tones and textures 
to make a truly unique and colourful kitchen statement.

Have boiling water  
in an instant & declutter  
your work surface with  

a boiling water tap

The AEG ComboHob 
Hood is the ultimate in 

multifunctional innovation & 
removes the need for a big, 

bulky extractor

A lowered seating area is 
ideal for lazy Sundays or 

working from home

White walls and grey floors act as a neutral background whilst timber surfaces add warmth and soften the finish. 

Get the 
look

Worktops
Solid Wood – Beech
Apollo® Quartz – Chromium

Walls
Alusplash® – Space Silver
121922 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in White

Flooring
138652 – Wickes Aspen Oak Laminate

Accessories
114051 – Georgia Square D Stainless Steel Effect Handles 
173914 – Abode Prime Single Lever Chrome Tap
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Esker Ice
Esker Ice marries the purest white with a highly reflective, tough acrylic finish to 
create a beautifully fresh and bright space. This luxurious yet minimalist design 
features a two-tone glass effect edge with a subtle shimmer and looks stunning 
on its own or when paired with Esker Azure.

Breakfast bars 
are ideal for get-

togethers at meal 
times & drinks 

with your friends, 
family & guests

Go monochrome with black handles and grey walls and floors. 

Get the 
look

Worktops
Zenith Compact Laminate – Lava Roche

Walls
153678 – Dalby Weathered Grey Porcelain  
Wall & Floor Tiles

Accessories 
157748 – Elgin Square Matt Black Pull Handles
173924 – Abode New Media Single Lever Matt Black Tap
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Esker Graphite
This deep charcoal hue in our highest gloss, ultra-strong acrylic finish softens in 
different lighting. This transitional effect creates an atmospheric feel that can be 
enhanced with contrasting shades or by going darker with grey-on-grey tones. 
Featuring Esker’s signature glass effect edge, mix and match with Esker Azure 
and Esker Ice for a unique, multifaceted design.

Dark shades offer the perfect canvas for a diverse palette of colours, textures and metallic accents. 

Get the 
look

Worktops
Apollo® Quartz – Pietra Grey

Walls
140959 – Wickes Madeira Dark Oak 
Wood Effect Porcelain Floor & Wall Tiles

Accessories
131263 – Stella Copper Effect Strap Handles 
173924 – Abode Media Single Lever Matt Black Tap
  177376 – Franke Kubus Double Undermount Sink - Stainless Steel 
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Radley
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Radley Dove Grey
Radley features a distinctive in-frame slab design synonymous with time-honoured 
craftsmanship. Finished in a subtle matt grey, this sophisticated style can be kept 
classic or given a modern edge with sleek, black accessories.

Create a beautiful 
border with 

asplashback or 
upstand

Corian worktops  
can wrap-around 

units seamlessly for 
ultimate durability

A grey, black and white kitchen conjures a monochrome look that’s warmed up by natural walnut.

Walls
Granite Splashback – Silver Paradiso
121948 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in Pewter
107006 – Dulux paint in Frosted Steel

Worktops
Granite – Silver Paradiso
Solid Wood – Walnut 
 
 

Get the 
look

Accessories
157743 – Tilbury Black Nickel Knob & Plate Handles 
157742 – Tilbury Black Nickel Cup Handles
323733 – Wickes Zores Bridge Chrome Tap
143687 – Wickes Belfast Single Bowl Ceramic Sink 
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Sofia	White
The sleek lines of linear design give an ultra-modern edge to minimalist 
styling. Featuring integrated handles and a high gloss lacquered finish, 
Sofia White’s iconic style creates a clean, bright look that accentuates 
the feeling of space.

Pull-downstorage is an excellent  way 
to utilise space & saves you from 
reaching deep into cupboards

Our Aventos units  
are an ultra-stylish  

storage solution for  
everyday items

Aluminiumglass 
cabinets add a 

sophisticated touch

An all-white kitchen looks clean and crisp. Contrast with black accents and timber surfaces for added warmth.

Worktop
Apollo® Magna – Ice White

Get the 
look

Walls
122298 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in Porcelain
221072 – Wickes Gloss White Ceramic Tiles

Accessories
173916 – ProUno Single Lever Hot Water Chrome Tap
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Sofia	Cream
Soft cream adds a touch of warmth to Sofia’s high gloss, 
ultra-modern style. The sleek, linear lines of this minimalist 
design are accentuated by smooth integrated handles and 
sweeping curved corners in a strong lacquered finish.

Use internal  
drawers to create a  
more usable space  

that’s easier to 
 access & organise

Speak to our 
design consultants  

about designing a unique 
seating area

A cream gloss kitchen and soft, dusty pastels blends beautifully and highlights neutral tones.  

Worktop
Apollo® Quartz – Lyskam White

Walls
121922 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in White
Dulux MixLab Code – 10RR 75/039

Flooring
147442 – Wickes Everest Slate Porcelain Wall & Floor Tiles

Accessories
152992 – Insinkerator Epira 3-in-1 Brushed Steel Tap
110133 – Minimo 1.5 Bowl Stainless Steel Inset Sink

Get the 
look
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Sofia	Cashmere
From warm and homely to fresh and edgy, this versatile design gives you 
endless style possibilities. In a sumptuous creamy grey with a high gloss 
shine, it features distinctive curved corner cabinets, sleek integrated 
handles and a durable lacquered finish.

Designed by Blum,  
this high quality internal storage 
ensures cutlery is easy to find & 

keep organised

NEFF’s unique slide 
& hide oven door is 

perfect for baking

Add richness and depth to a neutral scheme with an earthy palette of warm greys, browns and terracotta orange.

Worktop
Zenith Compact Laminate – Rouille

Walls 
Zenith Compact Laminate Splashback – Rouille

Flooring
140589 – Wickes Mayfield Grey Ceramic Wall & Floor Tiles

Accessories
173911 – Abode Upton Dual Lever Monobloc Chrome Tap

Get the 
look
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Sofia Pewter
Sleek lines ensure a smooth-flowing design and a clean, minimalist look. 
Enhanced by a high gloss finish in a soft, silvery grey, Sofia Pewter contrasts 
effortlessly with other tones for the ultimate in contemporary styling.

Free up your surface 
space with an integrated 

microwave

Appliances such as fridges, 
freezers & dishwashers 

concealed behind a cabinet 
door creates an ultra-modern, 

linear design

Energise a greyscale scheme with contrasting patterns and colours.

Worktop
Granite – Silver Paradiso

Walls
Granite Splashback – Silver Paradiso
Dulux MixLab Code – 50YR 13/032

Accessories
173906 – Genio Pull-Out Chrome Tap

Get the 
look
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Sofia	Graphite
Minimalist design – maximum impact. Sofia Graphite showcases the 
ultimate in innovative style by combining bold, linear lines with a high 
gloss deep grey to create a striking contrast in any setting.  

1

33

2

2

A warming drawer 
is a stylish space to keep your 
food warm, which can also be 

used for warming plates, melting 
chocolate or proofing dough

Deep pan drawers 
offer a modern look 
that’s convenient for 
quick & easy access

Marble-like veining in worktops and splashbacks teamed with herringbone floor tiles convey a 
subtle elegance. For a more industrial look, pair with exposed brick, pipes and metallic tones.

Accessories
173898 – Wickes Kumai Monobloc Mixer Chrome Tap
219814 – Wickes Single Square Bowl Ceramic Sink

Get the 
look

Worktop
Apollo® Quartz – Lyskam White

Walls 
Apollo® Quartz Splashback – Lyskam White
122333 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in Victorian White
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Camden
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Camden Dove Grey
Striking the perfect balance of elegance with innovative design, Camden Dove 
Grey features streamline integrated handles in a silky matt, fingerprint-resistant 
finish for a sophisticated look that’s as durable as it is stylish.

Pair featurelighting with open 
shelving to display your favourite 
items & for a truly light & airy look

A grey palette for worktops, walls and floors provides a neutral, minimalist design. Break 
this up and add visual interest with open shelving.

Worktop
Corian® – Lava Rock

 

Walls
121951 – Wickes Colour @ Home  
paint in Putty

Our speaker lights are 
ideal for entertaining 

& help keep surfaces 
clutter-free 

Get the 
look

Accessories
173920 – Abode Ophelia Single Lever Pull-Out Black & Chrome Tap
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Tiverton
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Tiverton	Slate
Bold yet understated, Tiverton Slate redefines traditional style. Painted in a 
deep grey with delicate cool undertones, this stunning timber-framed shaker 
has a sophisticatedly modern edge that can be tailored to your desired look.

We can frameyour American-
style fridge freezer to seamlessly 

integrate it into your design

Keep long, awkward-to-store 
items within convenient reach yet 

out of sight with our ultra-stylish 
cleaning cupboard

Our extra thin Zenith solid worktops 
offer complete design flexibility. Perfect 

for drainer grooves, breakfast bar 
waterfall sides, coordinated shelving 

& much more

Patchwork patterns, dark woods and rusty shades soften any look.

Get the 
look

Worktops & Upstand
Zenith Compact Laminate – Rouille
Solid Wood – Thermo Ash

Walls
121922 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in White
121916 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in Urban Nights

Flooring 
150113 – Winchester Dark Grey Ceramic Wall & Floor Tiles
150119 – Winchester Star Grey Ceramic Wall & Floor Tiles

Accessories
114043 – Elder Stainless Steel Effect Bar Handles 
173898 – Wickes Kumai Monobloc Mixer Chrome Tap 
197624 – Large Single Bowl Flush Inset Stainless Steel Sink
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Tiverton	Sage
This timber-framed shaker offers a unique yet subtle look that can be dressed 
to suit your individual style. Inspired by Edwardian tones, muted green adds  
a touch of vintage sophistication whilst making a simple design statement. 

If you dream of a kitchen that can 
also double up as a home office, 

we can specially design your 
perfect workspace

Many of our ranges can be mixed 
& matched, like this Tiverton Sage 

& Tiverton Bone mix to really 
personalise your design

Wood and sage create a laid-back style that’s key to the modern rustic look.  

Worktop
Solid Wood – Beech

Accessories
157744 – Windsor Brushed Brass Cup Handles
157745 – Windsor Brushed Brass Knob & Plate Handles
173896 – Wickes Zores Bridge Chrome Tap 

Get the 
look

Walls
153872 – Dawn Dove Ceramic Wall Tiles 
135456 – Dulux paint in Overtly Olive
Dulux MixLab Code – 30YY 72/018
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Tiverton	Bone
A truly stunning shaker that can be accessorised to suit contemporary and 
classic looks alike. It’s crafted with solid timber frames and painted in a pure 
bone white for a style that’s effortlessly versatile.

The AEG ComfortLift® dishwasher 
gently raises the lower basket to a 
convenient height for easy loading 

& unloading

Soft creams, pastel greys and light-toned wood offer a homely, yet elegant style.  
Team with vibrant accent walls and bar handles for a more modern look.

Get the 
look

Worktops
Apollo® Slab Tech – Snowflake

Walls
122254 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in Ivory
165916 – Wickes Bumpy White Ceramic Tiles

Flooring
147341 – Wickes Brook Grey Porcelain Wall & Floor Tiles

Accessories
157744 – Windsor Brushed Brass Cup Handles
157745 – Windsor Brushed Brass Knob & Plate Handles
173900 – Wickes Zores Monobloc Antique Brass Tap
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Tiverton	Natural Oak
Made in Italy and crafted with solid oak, this shaker celebrates the unique beauty 
of nature. Each piece has been specially selected for its characteristics only found 
in the intricate patterns of authentic woodgrain which frames a veneer centre panel. 
Organic variations mean Tiverton Natural Oak is as individual as it is stunning and  
is finished with a clear matt lacquer for added durability. 

Embrace the beauty of the great outdoors with the au naturel look.

Get the 
look

Worktops 
Corian® –  Dune Prima

Walls 
169776 – Dulux Easycare Kitchen Paint in Timeless

Accessories 
114060 – Adeline Stainless Steel Effect Bar Handles
173908 – Abode Protex 3-in-1 Steaming Water Monobloc Chrome Tap
177343 – Astracast Stainless Steel Single Bowl Belfast Sink
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Tiverton	Oak
Add a touch of country charm to your home with our gorgeous solid oak-framed 
shaker. Full of depth and character from the natural knots in the wood, oak adds 
warmth and texture while being light, airy and eternally stylish.

Embrace the beauty of the great outdoors with the au naturel look.

Get the 
look

Worktops 
Apollo® SlabTech –  Ice White 

Walls 
106944 – Dulux Matt Emulsion Paint in Egyptian Cotton
152422 – Norton Charcoal Porcelain Floor & Wall Tiles

Accessories 
114051 – Georgia Square D Stainless Effect Handles
173898 – Wickes Kumai Monobloc Chrome Tap
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Milton
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Milton	Bone
This elegant bone white shaker, softened by warm undertones, is the perfect 
backdrop for a classic look. It emulates the authenticity of beautiful painted  
timber but has the durability and strength of man-made materials.

Our 1000mm larder with 
pull-out drawers is an ideal 

pantry-style storage solution 
for small & large kitchens alike

A Rangemaster cooker 
adds a traditional touch

To create modern country style, complete the look with rich, pigmented tones, stone or 
wood flooring and atmospheric lighting.

Get the 
look

Worktops
Solid Wood – Thermo Ash

Walls
153880 – Wickes Dawn Cobalt Ceramic Tiles
Dulux MixLab Code – 50BG 10/175

Accessories
157742 – Tilbury Black Nickel Cup Handles
157743 – Tilbury Black Nickel Knob & Plate Handles 
173899 – Wickes Zores Monobloc Brushed Tap
143687 – Wickes Belfast Single Bowl Ceramic Sink
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Milton Grey
Milton’s natural woodgrain effect in a delicate powder grey showcases the beauty 
of wood with the strength of man-made materials. Right down to the shaker 
construction, this design emulates the authenticity of painted timber which 
complements contemporary and classic styles alike.  

Backlighting provides a 
beautiful backdrop

Our corner pantry 
combines practicality 

& design for the 
ultimate kitchen 
storage solution

A herringbone splashback or blackboard wall is an easy way to give a simple style added flair.

Get the 
look

Worktop
Apollo® Slab Tech – Snowflake 

Walls
107108 – Dulux paint in Chic Shadow

Accessories
114060 – Adeline Stainless Steel Effect Bar Handles
173922 – Abode Airo Dual Lever Monobloc Stainless Steel Tap
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Milton Midnight
Rich navy and deep charcoal undertones give an opulent feel to this 
traditional shaker. Contrast with a white or marble look worktop for a 
classic style that’s bright and sophisticated.

A bar area is a fun must-
have feature for those 
who love to entertain

For a touch of rustic or industrial style, add stone, brick, distressed or weathered textures.

Worktops
Apollo® Quartz – Concrete Cement Sand
Solid Wood – Walnut

Walls
Apollo® Quartz Splashback – Concrete  
Cement Sand
107108 – Dulux paint in Chic Shadow

Accessories
157744 – Windsor Brushed Brass Cup Handles
157745 – Windsor Brushed Brass Knob & Plate Handles
173914 – Abode Prime Single Lever Chrome Tap

Get the 
look
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Glencoe
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Glencoe White
The simplicity of this white, high gloss slab design allows you to 
create your own unique style. Its sleek wrap-around edges gives a 
truly modern look that can be enhanced or styled more traditionally.

Our ultra-slim wire pull-out 
unit is great for keeping 
your kitchen organised 
& making the most of 

narrow spaces

These pop up sockets 
are a flexible way to power 

up as needed

Go geo with patterned tiles or give classic black and white monochrome a refresh 
with the addition of matt grey and wood finishes.

Get the 
look

Worktops
Laminate – Romantic Walnut Wood Effect
Gloss Laminate – Black Slate

Walls
122267 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in Liquorice

Flooring
166276 – Wickes Urban Grey Ceramic Wall & Floor Tiles

Accessories
114051 – Georgia Square D Stainless Steel Effect Handles
173914 – Abode Prime Single Lever Chrome Tap
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Glencoe	Cream
Rich colouring with a hint of warmth, Glencoe Cream’s high gloss finish 
is durable and versatile. The slab design with smooth wrap-around 
edges ensures an elegant look that complements any style.

Have everyday items to 
hand with built-in island 

shelving

Creams and stone tones take on a modern rustic vibe when complemented with a 
muted palette of oak, lavender and dusty blue shades.

Get the 
look

Worktops
Corian® – Dusk

Walls
121951 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in Putty
121922 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in White

Flooring
147307 – Replica Grey Ceramic Floor & Wall Tiles

Accessories
114053 – Celia Ringed Stainless Steel Effect Bar Handles
173919 – Abode Hesta Dual Lever Pull-Out Brushed Nickel Tap
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Glencoe Larch
A high gloss, subtle wood-patterned finish gives this modern style a truly 
unique twist. Ultra-slim chrome handles and luxuriously smooth wrap-around 
edges perfectly complete Glencoe Larch’s extraordinary design.   

 A multi-use pet area is a fantastic 
way to keep floors tidy & prevent trip 
hazards such as dishes & toys from 

getting underfoot or in the way

Storage dividers  
will keep your pots  
& pans effortlessly  

organised

Organic textures, natural hues and clutter-free counters are key to achieving modern simplicity. 

Get the 
look

Worktops
Corian® – White Jasmine
Solid Wood – Dark Oak

Accessories
148195 – Oxford Chrome Pull Handles
173902 – Wickes Kumai Monobloc Brushed Tap

Walls
121922 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in White 
132054 – Wickes Cosmopolitan White Ceramic Wall Tiles
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Glencoe Cashmere
The cool grey with rose gold undertones of Glencoe Cashmere contrasts 
beautifully with other shades and textures. Its sophisticated colouring is 
complemented by slab styling and silky smooth wrap-around edges.

If you’re short on space, 
make every inch of your walls 
count. We have lots of stylish 
wal lstorage solutions –  from 

shelving to hanging rails

As a warmer grey, cashmere invokes a fresh, modern feel when matched with  
tone-on-tone walls, floors and worktops.

Get the 
look

Worktops
Corian® – Glacier White

Walls
153822 – Wickes Verano White Porcelain  
Wall & Floor Tiles

Handles
114060 – Adeline Stainless Steel Effect Bar Handles
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Melrose
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Melrose Dove Grey
This sleek, matt slab style kitchen is designed to be 
fingerprint-resistant using the latest surface technologies for 
a satin smooth finish that’s both practical and stunning.

This pop up hood hides 
within the worktop & is 
the ultimate statement 

piece for island cooking

Our splashproof Qi 
compatible wireless charger 

offers clutter-free charging  for 
your smartphone  on your 

worktop or island

Inject colour into your kitchen with a vibrant splashback and walls to match. For simple styling that still makes 
a big impact, use timber effect tiles on your floor and feature wall.

Get the 
look

Worktops
Laminate – Mystic Pine Wood Effect

Walls
AluSplash® – Totally Teal
135462 – Dulux paint in Teal Tension
121922 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in White

Flooring
138698 – Kronospan Rushmore Chestnut Laminate 

Accessories
157746 – Evesham Curved Profile Stainless Steel Effect Handles
173898 – Wickes Kumai Monobloc Chrome Tap
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Oban
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Oban Ivory Shaker
Oban combines classic New England coastal flair with modern simplicity.  
This versatile design complements contemporary looks or you can enhance  
its traditional style with the option of tongue and groove panelling. 

These units are a great 
way to access everyday 

items with ease whilst 
maintaining a modern, 

minimalist look

Browse our full range of 
kitchens & accessories at 

wickes.co.uk/kitchen

A mixture of nostalgic and sleek finishes gives country style a refresh. 

Get the 
look

Worktops
Apollo® Quartz – Lyskam White

Walls
121922 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in White
121909 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in Powder Grey
147442 – Wickes Everest Slate Porcelain Wall & Floor Tiles

Flooring
148268 – Wickes Arreton Grey Laminate

Accessories
114060 – Adeline Stainless Steel Effect Bar Handles
173906 – Genio Pull-Out Chrome Tap
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Oban Ivory Tongue & Groove
Inspired by the beauty of traditional Nordic summerhouses, Oban’s tongue and 
groove panelling features crisp lines and elegant edging. Coloured in the softest ivory, 
this shaker style creates a fresh and airy look whilst giving a relaxed, rustic feel.

You can browse our kitchen 
displays, get expert advice 

& book a free home design 
appointment by visiting your  

nearest Wickes

Embrace the splendour of nature with wood, floral tints and foliage shapes.

Get the 
look

Worktop
Laminate – Colmar Oak Wood Effect

Walls
121922 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in White

Accessories
114042 – Alma Cup Handles
114041 – Alma Strap Handles 
173901 – Wickes Cone Single Lever Mixer Chrome Tap
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Atlanta
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Atlanta Cream
Clean, refined lines and a sleek high gloss finish gives the humble shaker 
style a modern twist. Rich cream adds a serene feel and a hint of warmth, 
which pairs beautifully with traditional and contemporary decor alike.

Built-in bins are an ideal 
solution for concealing 
waste & recycling in a  

busy kitchen

Create a soft, natural look with an earthy palette of fresh tones and wood textures.  

Get the 
look

Worktops
Corian® – Pearl Gray

Walls
AluSplash® – Warm Grey
121922 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in White

Accessories
114054 – Celia Ringed Stainless Steel Bar Handles
173917 – Contax Single Lever Touch Chrome Tap
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Atlanta	Cashmere
This beautiful shaker design in a silky smooth, cool hue elevates classic style to 
modern chic. It has a matt finish that’s tough and durable with pink undertones 
that will subtly contrast with any look to stunning effect.  

Pan drawer  
pegs are a  

stylish way to  
stay organised

This beautiful ash 
wood cutlery tray 

is great for keeping 
drawers neat & tidy 

Deep, rich blues work in harmony with serene greys and wooden surfaces. Keep these tones 
light for an open, spacious feel and add a splash of colour with a vivid accent wall.

Get the 
look

Worktops
Corian® – Silver Gray

Walls
AluSplash® – Silver Brushed
121922 – Wickes Colour @ Home paint in White
Dulux MixLab Code – 36BB 15/398

Accessories
114067 – Piera Oval Knob Handles
173909 – Abode Protex 3-in-1 Steaming Water Monobloc  
Chrome Tap
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Kendal 
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Kendal Cream
Subtle cream adds a whisper of warmth to this simple shaker style while a durable 
matt finish blends its beauty with a long-lasting look. This design easily complements 
any colour palette and can be accessorised to match your individual style.

Our Magic Corner ensures no space is 
wasted & provides easy access to bulky items 
without having to reach deep into cupboards

Give your design a mid-century twist with rustic elements, such as wood, stone and slate, and retro-inspired accessories.

Get the 
look

Worktops
Laminate – Romantic Walnut Wood Effect
 

Walls
AluSplash® – Petrol Blue 
Dulux MixLab Code –  90GB 38/185

Flooring
153692 – Wickes Como Limestone Porcelain Wall & Floor Tiles

Accessories
114070 – Emelia Square Fluted Handles
173898 – Wickes Kumai Monobloc Chrome Tap
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Worktops
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Solid Surface 
Worktops

From luxurious granite and timeless solid wood to the limitless Corian® and long lasting 
laminates, we have a worktop to suit every budget with almost infinite design possibilities.  You’ll 
be spoilt for choice.

Corian®	by	DuPont™ - Its inconspicuous joints make it the perfect choice for expansive 
stretches of worktop, seamless sinks and luxury coved upstands

Silestone®	work surfaces are made from 93% quartz and 7% polymer resin. This creates the 
look and feel of granite but provides a more solid colour with options for mirror flecks, natural 
stone and concrete effects.

Granite - One of the hardest materials on earth and incredibly easy to clean.  As a natural 
material, no two pieces are ever exactly alike, so each worktop reveals a beautiful unique finish. 

Solid	Wood - Crafted from hardwood staves, joined together and finely oiled. Choose from 
38 or 40mm options or indulge in the 60mm version which is made to exact specifications and 
fitted by specialist worktop installers

Apollo®	Quartz - An engineered stone, with consistent colour and finish.  A stunning 30mm 
option that retains its lustrous gloss over the years with minimal upkeep.

Recycled	Glass	-	Made from 80% recycled crushed glass, 10% powdered quartz and 10% 
high performance polymer resin. The result is the look and feel of solid quartz, enhanced by the 
reflections and refractions from the coloured glass chips. This strong and durable material gives 
a uniform, consistent finish that’s ideal for work surfaces, vanity tops and cladding.

Apollo®	Magna - A splendid alternative to laminate worktops.  With unobstrusive joints to give 
the appearance of virtually seamless stretches no matter how large your kitchen. 

Apollo®	Slab	Tech - A silky smooth material, ideal for both huge stretches of worktop and 
smaller kitchens too.  This material can be supplied ready for preparing & installing on-site or for 
the highest quality finish, templated in your home and fitted by specialist worktop installers.  

Your design consultant will be able to give you more details on how each worktop performs, 
how resistant the worktop is to external factors (like heat, water, stains) and the options for sinks 
with each material choice.

Corian® Worktops

Sandalwood EcruDune Prima

Glacier White

Cameo White

Designer White

White Jasmine

Antarctica

Vanilla

WhitecapBone

Savannah

Light Ash

Silver Birch

Everest

Arrowroot

Pearl Gray

Silver Gray

White Onyx

Gray Onyx Venaro White

Arctic Ice Limestone Prima

Sparkling White

Rain Cloud

BisqueLinen Abalone

Witch Hazel Fossil
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Corian® Worktops

Nimbus Prima

Warm Gray Aztec Gold

Sand

Corian® Worktops

Deep Night Sky

Deep BedrockGraylite

SiltTumbleweed 

Hazelnut

Deep Black Quartz

EclipseDusk

Platinum

Dove

Juniper

Lava Rock Canyon

Sonora

Midnight

SeagrassDiamond Blue Aqua

Imperial YellowNeutral Concrete

Willow

Matterhorn

ClayElegant Gray

Elegant Gray

Pearl Gray

SagebrushSandstone

RaffiaBeige FieldstoneBurled Beach

SaharaAurora Clam Shell
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Marengo
Available in 20mm & 30mm

Gris Expo
Available in 20mm & 30mm

Cemento Spa
Available in 20mm & 30mm

Coral Clay
Available in 20mm & 30mm

Blanco Maple
Available in 20mm & 30mm

Aluminio Nube
Available in 20mm & 30mm

Tebas
Available in 20mm & 30mm

Yukon
Available in 20mm & 30mm

Lagoon
Available in 20mm & 30mm

Marquina
Available in 20mm & 30mm

Beech Oak Walnut Sapelli

Bamboo*
Available in 38mm

Natural Oak
Available in 38mm

Dark Beech
Available in 38mm

Walnut
Available in 40mm

Thermo Ash
Available in 40mm

38	&	40mm Solid Wood

60mm	Bespoke	Solid Wood

Dark Oak
Available in 38mm

*2.45m worktop lengths.

30mm	Granite	Worktops

Thunder White Ivory Fantasy River Valley Viscon White

Blue Pearl Steel Grey Silver Paradiso Black Pearl

Star Galaxy Spice Black Nero Absoluto
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Quartz	Worktops

Recycled	Glass	Worktops

Chiffon White
Available in 20 & 30mm

Concrete Cement Sand
Available in 20 & 30mm

Lyskam White
Available in 20 & 30mm

Praline
Available in 20 & 30mm

Lyskam Beige
Available in 20 & 30mm

Iridium
Available in 20 & 30mm

Steel
Available in 20 & 30mm

Lyskam Grey
Available in 20 & 30mm

Chromium
Available in 20 & 30mm

Mezzanine Grey
Available in 20 & 30mm

Lyskam Venus
Available in 20 & 30mm

Palma Brown
Available in 20 & 30mm

Tungsten
Available in 20 & 30mm

Anise
Available in 20 & 30mm

Titanium
Available in 20 & 30mm

Carbon Black
Available in 20 & 30mm

Pietra Grey
Available in 20 & 30mm

Astro Black
Available in 20 & 30mm

Blue Star

Delphin Grey
Available in 20mm & 30mm

Grey Shell

Calcutta Gold
Available in 20 & 30mm

Magna	Worktops

Slab	Tech	Worktops

Polar White
Available in 30mm

Ice White 
Available in  20mm & 30mm

Marmo Bianco
Available in 20mm & 30mm

Snowflake
Available in 20mm & 30mm

Crushed Cotton
Available in 20mm & 30mm

Marmo Sienna
Available in 30mm

Sea Mist
Available in 20 & 30mm

Marmo Venato
Available in 30mm

Marmo Gris
Available in 30mm

Satin Grey
Available in 20mm & 30mm

Ice White
Available in 34mm

Nordic Melange
Available in 34mm

Pastel Melange
Available in 34mm

Grey Shale
Available in 34mm

Umbra 
Available in 34mm

Jesolo
Available in 34mm

Storm
Available in 34mm

Coffee Melange
Available in 34mm

Marmo Crema
Available in 30mm
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Wood	Effect	Laminate	

Coco Bolo
Available in 38mm & 50mm 
6mm Profile & Square  
Edge Profile

Jackson Grain
Available in 38mm
Square Edge Profile

Light Rustic Timber
Available in 38mm
3mm Profile

Cypress Cinnamon
Available in 38mm  
6mm profile & 50mm  
Square Edge Profile

Colmar Oak Effect
Available in 38mm
6mm Profile Matt	Laminate	

Calcutta Marble
Available in 38mm
3mm Profile

Woodstone Blanc Available 
in 38mm
Square Edge Profile

Strasse Gris  
Available in 38mm
Square Edge Profile

Natural Stone
Available in 38mm
6mm Profile

Fantasy Wood
Available in 38mm
6mm Profile

Silver Grain
Available in 38mm
Square Edge Profile

Mystic Pine
Available in 38mm
Square Edge Profile

Romantic Walnut
Available in 38mm  
6mm profile & 50mm  
Square Edge Profile

Zebra Block
Available in 38mm
6mm Profile

Zenith	Compact	Laminate	

Woodstone Lava Roche Caldeira Rouille

Gloss	Laminate	

Textured	Laminate	

Strasse Blanc
Available in 38mm
Square Edge Profile

Lava Rock
Available in 38mm
6mm Profile

Breccia
Available in 38mm
3mm Profile

Grey Marble
Available in 38mm
6mm Profile

Black Slate
Available in 38mm
6mm Profile

Strasse Noir
Available in 38mm
Square Edge Profile

Oratorio
Available in 38mm
6mm Profile

Winter Carnival
Available in 38mm
3mm Profile

Lunar Night
Available in 38mm  
6mm profile & 50mm  
Square Edge Profile

Grey Slate Effect
Available in 38mm
6mm Profile

Deep Riven
Available in 38mm
10mm Profile

Lima Granite Effect
Available in 38mm
6mm Profile

Zenith & Laminate 
Worktops
Zenith	Compact	Laminate - Ultra-thin worktop combining the latest design style with superior 
performance. The solid black core and double sided decorative surface allows for co-ordinated 
shelving or breakfast bar waterfall sides. 

Laminate - Style, quality and priced lower than the solid worktop options.  Laminates come  
in a wide choice of colours, effects and finishes.
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Handles
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Any Handle, 
Any	Door
Each of our kitchens comes with a complementary  
handle but you can choose from a wide selection  
of handles and knobs to really personalise your look.

 Piera Oval Knob 
Stainless Steel effect 
114067  35mm

Windsor Knob & Plate 
Brushed Brass 
157745  64mm

Windsor Cup Handle 
Brushed Brass 
157744

Tilbury Knob & Plate 
Black Nickel 
157743  32mm

Tilbury Cup Handle 
Black Nickel 
157742  92mm

Alma Cup Handle  
Stainless Steel effect  
114042  64mm centre

Beatrice Knob 
Pewter effect 
148185  35mm single pin

Beatrice Cup Handle 
Pewter effect 
148187  64mm centre

Ambrose Knob & Plate 
Polished Nickel 
148191  32mm

Ambrose Cup Handle 
Polished Nickel 
148193  64mm centre

Whitchurch Cast Iron  
Pull Handle 
157749  96mm 
157750  192mm

Elgin Square Pull Handle 
Matt Black  
157747  128mm 
157748  320mm

Oxford Pull Handle 
Chrome 
148195  96mm centre 

 

Evesham Curved  
Profile Handle 
Aluminium Stainless  
Steel effect 
157746  210mm

Alma Strap Handle  
Stainless Steel effect  
114041  96mm centre

Beatrice Strap Handle 
Pewter effect 
148186  128mm centre

Ambrose Strap Handle 
Polished Nickel 
148192  160mm centre

Stella Copper Strap Handle 
Copper effect 
131264  160mm centre 
131263  320mm centre

Piper Industrial Strap Handle 
Polished Nickel 
178417  160mm centre 
178418  320mm centre

Wave Bar Handle 
Chrome 
105698  288mm centre 
105697  160mm centre

Imola Slim D Handle 
Chrome 
114064  288mm centre 
114065  160mm centre

Florence Strap Handle 
Stainless Steel effec 
114066  96mm centre

Georgia Square D Handle 
Stainless Steel effect 
114051  288mm centre 
114052  160mm centre

Emelia Square Fluted Handle 
Brushed Nickel 
114070  160mm centre

Allegra Broad Arch Handle 
Stainless Steel effect 
148188  128mm centre

Elder Bar Handle 
Stainless Steel effect  
114044  288mm centre 
114043  128mm centre

Adeline Keyhole Bar Handle 
Stainless Steel effect  
114060  224mm centre 
114059  128mm centre 

Celia Ringed Bar Handle 
Stainless Steel effect  
114053  192mm centre 
114054   128mm centre
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Appliances
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Ovens

Whatever your cooking style, 
innovative technology off ers 
convenience for all requirements 
in designs to suit your lifestyle 
and decor.

Multifunction
cooking  
Combine all the benefi ts of grill, 
fan, conventional or microwave 
cooking into one single oven – perfect 
if space is at a premium. 

Fan cooking  
A fan circulates the heat around the oven 

and gives a more even heat distribution 
to all shelves. You can cook using lower 

temperatures and food will cook more 
quickly, saving you money and time.

Steam cooking 
Using steam ensures your dishes cook 

more evenly and enhances fl avours and 
textures by preserving more of your food’s 
vitamins and minerals. It also delivers heat 

more eff ectively than dry, hot air which means 
you can cook at lower temperatures. 
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Pyrolytic cleaning
This is a self-cleaning programme that heats 
the oven up to 500°C whilst safely locking 
the door during the session. Food residue is 
turned to ash for you to simply wipe clean.

Easy cleaning enamel
Smooth enamel lining makes it quick 
and simple to wipe away grease and 
spillages from the oven’s interior. 

Self cleaning catalytic liners
The special coating on these catalytic-lined 
cookers and ovens oxidises grease and residue 
when heated to 200˚C, meaning you can clean 
as you cook. 

Oven cleaning
Innovative technology has provided 
ovens with ingenious cleaning 
options for optimum convenience. 
A self-cleaning oven makes life 
much easier and the struggle to 
remove unwanted grease a thing 
of the past.

Steam cleaning 
A special pre-set programme 
helps you to loosen food residue 
inside the oven for easier 
cleaning.

CleaningKeeping control

Rotary
A traditional oven knob for simple 
programme and temperature selection.

Touch 
Touch controls are easy to use and add a sleek 
and sophisticated look to the kitchen.

Oven controls
Experience cooking with maximum ease,

 comfort and style at your fi ngertips.

Retractable
Deluxe retractable controls and an interactive LCD 

display provide a fl ush fi nish for easy cleaning.

Digital TFT display
FT colour display lets you control the vast array 

of settings within your oven using state-of-art 
graphics and technology
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Hobs
Induction  

Induction technology is the fastest, safest 
and most energy effi  cient way to cook on 

a hob, heating the pan directly with no 
pre-heat required. 

From gas to induction, our wide 
range of hobs off er their own 
benefi ts and features with various 
burners and cooking zone options.

Gas 
A traditional choice that provides controlled 

cooking with instant heat and fl exibility. 
All gas hobs feature fl ame safety devices 

for your peace of mind.

Ceramic 
With ceramic hobs, the heating element is 
under toughened glass for a smooth surface 
that can also be used as an extension of 
your worktop if space is at a premium.
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Rangemaster
Rangemaster is synonymous 
with design, innovation, quality,
performance, and reliability. Style and 

choice.
We off er a wide range of styles, sizes and 

fuel types making it easy for you to fi nd 
the perfect Rangemaster for your kitchen. 

The right 
ingredients. 
It can take weeks to carefully craft 
a Rangemaster. The highest gauge steel 
is pressed, cut, washed, polished, and 
fi nally enamelled with endurance fi nish. 
The frame is triple folded, creating 
a unique encasement for some of the 
highest quality components you’ll fi nd. 

Manufacturer 
Guarantee*

2 years*
on Rangemaster 
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Functional and stylish, hoods 
can add a unique focal point 
to your kitchen or be seamlessly 
concealed to save space.

Chimney & 
Island Hoods 

From traditional to ultra-modern styles, 
these designs will create a stunning 

statement piece in your home.  

Integrated 
Hoods 

Integrated hoods are installed 
seamlessly helping to create 

open living and cooking spaces. 

Designer 
Hoods 
Streamlined and elegant, 
a designer hood will bring a bold 
and unique feel to your kitchen.

Hoods
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Create a perfect workspace 
within your kitchen using our 
range of compact appliances. 
These can be horizontal, vertical 
or a group of four or more.  

Compact	appliances
Compact Ovens 

& Microwaves 
Powerful performance in a small design.

This range off ers the same great cooking 
performance and range of features as 

their full size equivalent.

Sous Vide & 
Warming Drawers

AEG Vacuum Sealer Drawer lets you 
apply the professional Sous Vide cooking 
method at home, perfectly sealing in the 

fl avour, moisture and nutrients.  Our warming 
drawers off er stylish and useful space for all 

your cooking accessories. 

Coff ee Machines 
Enjoy the luxury of authentic Italian 
espressos and creamy cappuccinos 
in your own home with these stunning 
additions to your kitchen.  
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From seamless integrated 
washing machines to combined 
washer dryers, our range 
off ers the latest technology while 
providing high energy effi  ciency.

Laundry

Washer 
Dryers

These space-saving models are 
a standard built-in size, but they 

can still wash 7kg loads and dry 
items up to 4kg.

Washing 
Machines
We have a wide selection 
of intergrated washing machines 
to suit your needs.
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Our range of dishwashers 
are available in full-size, slimline 
and compact fully integrated 
models to suit all spaces. 

Dishwashers

60cm 
Dishwasher
These dishwashers are ideal for 

a larger capacity, fl exible racking and have 
a number of specialist programmes that 

deliver great results.

45cm 
Dishwasher

If you need to save space in your 
kitchen, the slimline is perfect – and 

you won’t lose any of the functionality 
or energy effi  ciency of a 60cm.

ComfortLift®
The new unique AEG ComfortLift® 
dishwasher is the fi rst dishwasher in 
the world that lets you gently slide and 
lift the lower basket upwards. 
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Our wide range of 
cooling appliances 
include diff erent 
designs, benefi ts 
and features by 
market-leading 
brands Neff , AEG, 
Electrolux and 
Zanussi.

Cooling Fridges
Our fridges can be integrated which 

is ideal for smaller kitchens. These 
products have a variety of capacities 

to suit any kitchen size.

Fridge Freezers
Choose a 50:50 or 70:30 split to suit 

your family’s lifestyle requirements. 
We also have a frost-free option which 

will ensure that the appliances are 
as effi  cient as possible.

Freezers
We have a range of frost-free freezers 
which will ensure that the appliances 
are as effi  cient as possible.  

American-style
These American-style appliances 
make a real statement in any kitchen. 
With excellent capacity in both fridge 
and freezer.  

Wine Coolers 
Wine coolers are a stylish option that can 
be easily integrated under your work surface 
or within a kitchen island. Optimum storage 
ensures your wine tastes better for longer by 
protecting it from heat, light and humidity.
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Stainless Steel
All of our stainless steel sinks off er long-lasting corrosion-resistance. With an 
extensive choice of style and design, we have a solution for every kitchen.

Franke Mythos 1.5 Bowl Sink
•  Supplied with sliding glass chopping

board and stainless steel strainer bowl
• Minimum cabinet size: 600mm
• W:1000 D:520mm
• Bowl size: 340 x 400 x 175mm
• Half bowl size: 160 x 400 x 130mm
119736 RH drainer   
119735 LH drainer

Franke Mythos 1 Bowl Sink
•  Supplied with sliding glass chopping board 

and stainless steel strainer bowl
• Minimum cabinet size: 500mm
• W:1000 D:520mm
• Bowl size: 450 x 400mm x 175mm
119738 RH drainer   
119737 LH drainer

*This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.*This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Franke Winsford 1.5 Bowl Sink
Can be installed inset or undermount to suit
your preference and comes complete with
bamboo chopping board and wire basket
•  Featuring stainless steel strainer, chopping 

board and basket
• Minimum cabinet size: 600mm 
• L:800 W:510 D:200mm
• Bowl size: 410 x 357 x 200mm 
• Half bowl size: 345 x 157.5 x 140mm 
177373 LH drainer 
177375 RH drainer 

Franke Winsford 1 Bowl Sink
Can be installed inset or undermount to suit your 
preference and comes complete with bamboo 
chopping board and wire basket
• Minimum cabinet size: 500mm
• W:970mm D:610mm 
• Bowl size: 510 x 358 x 200mm
177372 LH drainer 
177374 RH drainer 

Rae Black Glass 1.5 Bowl Sink
•  Black glass and high quality austenitic polished 

stainless steel 
• Modern design 
• Spacious 1.5 bowl 
• Two basket strainer wastes 
• Minimum cabinet size: 600mm 
• H:1000 W:535 D:200mm
• Bowl size: 340 x 400 x 200mm
• Half bowl size: 155 x 400 x 150mm
305265 RH drainer   
225852 LH drainer

Blanco Axis 1.5 Bowl Sink
Accentuated base contours create an aesthetically 
pleasing contoured bowl with large base area, 
Flowing ergonomic work processes along two axis
• Featuring 3 1/2’’ basket strainer 
• Minimum base unit: 600mm 
• L:1000 W:510 D:175mm 
• Bowl size 340 x 420 x 175mm 
• Half bowl size 180 x 340 x 110mm 
177366 LH drainer
177367 RH drainer

Belfast 1 Bowl Sink
Blends the contemporary with 
the traditional 
• Featuring pop-up covered waste 
• Main bowl grid included 
• Minimum base unit bespoke 
• L:600 W:465 D:254mm 
• Bowl size 560 x 395 x 229mm
• Brushed fi nish 
177343 Reversible

Oval Steel Sink Pack
Our contemporary Oval Steel Sink 
Pack includes both glass and beech 
chopping boards and colander. The 
reversible design makes it extremely 
versatile and the polished fi nish creates 
a lovely fi nish to any worktop
• L:900 W:480 D:165mm
• Bowl size: 385mm diameter
219803 Reversible

Korona 1.5 Bowl Sink
Modern minimalist design
• Premium basket waste 
• Minimum base unit: 600mm 
• L:1000 W:500 D:175mm 
• Bowl size 350 x 415 x 175mm 
• Half bowl size 28 5 x 160 x 120mm
• Polished fi nish 
177341 Reversible

Get the 
look

Sink
177343  –  Belfast 1 Bowl Sink 

Sinks

Whether you’re looking for 
long-lasting stainless steel, high 
gloss ceramic or ultra-strong 
granite, we have a wide selection 
of designs to suit your style.

Manufacturer 
Guarantee*

50 years*
on Franke Parts & Finish

20 years*
on Stainless Steel 

& Granite 

5 years*
on Ceramic
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*This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Ceramic
Manufactured from premium fireclay with a high gloss white finish, our ceramic sinks are  
individually handcrafted and smooth to the touch.

Butler 2 Bowl Sink**
• Two spacious bowls for ultimate flexibility
• Includes waste
• L:900 W:555 D:230mm
144383 White

Contemporary 1 Bowl Sink 
•  Modern, minimalist design with spacious 

main bowl and expansive drainer
• L:980 W:520 D:190mm
• Bowl size: 400 x 400 x 190mm
202492 White Reversible

Garrigue 1.5 Bowl Sink
Stylish look with symmetrical lines and geometric 
drainer, suitable for all worktops 
• Premium basket wastes 
• Minimum base unit: 600mm 
• L:920 W:505 D:155mm 
• Bowl size 348 x 425 x 155mm 
• Half bowl size 160 x 355 x 93mm 
• High gloss hand crafted finish 
177347 White Reversible

Butler 1 Bowl Sink
A modern alternative to the traditional Belfast
• Spacious main bowl and useful quarter bowl
• Suitable for use with laminate work surface
• L:595 W:625mm D:230mm 
• Bowl size: 547 x 410 x 205mm
• Quarter bowl depth: 135mm
144692 White

Villeroy & Boch Architectura 1.5 Bowl Sink
Reversible design allows for left-  
or right-handed drainer   
• Minimum base unit
• W: 1000mm D: 510mm 
• Bowl size: 310 x 410 x 220mm 
• Half bowl size: 190 x 310 x 110mm 
177378 White 
177380 Grey

Contemporary 1.5 Bowl Sink
•  Modern, minimalist design with spacious  

main bowl and expansive drainer
• L:980 W:520 D:180mm
• Bowl size: 350 x  355 x 180mm
• Half bowl size: 355 x 155 x 120mm
202493 White Reversible

Garrigue 1 Bowl Sink 
Stylish look with symmetrical lines and  
geometric drainer, suitable for all worktops, 
suitable for all worktops 
• Premium basket wastes  
• Minimum base unit: 500mm
• L:900 W:500 D:154mm 
• Bowl size 410 x 420 x 154mm 
• High gloss hand crafted finish 
177346 White Reversible

Villeroy & Boch Architectura 1.0 Bowl Sink 
Reversible design allows for left- 
or right-handed drainer
• Minimum base unit: 600mm 
• W:1000mm D:510mm 
• Bowl size: 440 x 405 x 220mm 
177377 White 
177379 Grey

Belfast 1 Bowl Sink**
•  Classic design with deep bowl and traditional, 

integrated weir overflow
• L:595 W:455 D:229mm
143687 White

Single Round Bowl and Drainer Pack
Can be used as an overmount or an 
undermount. Includes round basket and 
chopping board
• Bowl dimensions: 430mm x D:175mm
• Drainer dimensions 430mm x D: 34mm
141377 Reversible

Companion Compact 1 Bowl Sink
Narrow single bowl single for those  
compact spaces
•  Includes accessory pack containing 

deep and shallow drainers and an ice 
bucket

• L:500mm W:300mm D:200mm
• Brushed finish
148595 Reversible

Korona 1 Bowl Sink
Modern minimalist design, super large 
square bowl
• Premium basket waste 
• Minimum base unit: 600mm 
• L:1000 W:500 D:200mm
• Bowl size 465 x 415 x 200mm
• Polished finish 
177340 Reversible

Stainless Steel Flush Insets
Flush inset sinks are suitable for all worktops, allowing you to create the ‘undermount’ look 
whatever your budget.

Large Bowl Inset Sink
• Brushed stainless steel finish
• Includes bowl grid
• L:570 W:430 D:225mm
197624

Medium Bowl Insert
• L:370 W:430 D:225mm
197623

1.5 Bowl Inset Sink
• Brushed stainless steel finish
• Includes bowl grid 
• L:558 W:430 D:225mm
211952 LH drainer
177354 RH drainer

Onyx Max 1 Bowl Sink 
Modern, minimalistic design, can be used  
with granite and solid surface worktops 
(undermounted) or with laminate worktops (inset)
• Featuring pop-up covered waste 
• Main bowl grid included
• Minimum base unit 800mm
• L:730 W:430 D:190mm 
• Bowl size 700 x 400 x 190mm 
• Brushed finish 
177344 Reversible

Luxe 1.5 Bowl Sink
•  Unique fan shaped drainer design, complete with 

basket, drainer and colander
• L:965 W:500 D:155mm
• Bowl size: 340 x 400 x 155mm
• Half bowl size: 160 x 300 x 86mm
• Satin finish
202494 Reversible

Ibis 150 1.5 Bowl Sink
•  Modern, linear design and a low 

perimeter edge mean an almost 
seamless finish with the worktop

•  Supplied with Revolution waste 
and overflow kit as standard

• Minimum cabinet size: 600mm
• L:1030 W:510 D:200mm
• Bowl size: 360 x 420 x 200mm
• Half bowl size: 170 x 320 x 130mm
109852 RH drainer    
109854 LH drainer

Ibis 100 1 Bowl Sink
•  Modern, linear design and a low 

perimeter edge mean an almost 
seamless finish with the worktop

•  Supplied with revolution waste  
and overflow kit as standard

• Minimum cabinet size: 600mm
• L:1030 W:510 D:200mm
• Bowl size: 450 x 420 x 200mm
109851 RH drainer    
109853 LH drainer

**Please note these sinks are suitable for solid surface/solid timber worktops only.   

Stainless Steel
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Stainless Steel

Granite
Granite sinks are hard-wearing, durable, hygienic and a fantastic  
alternative to stainless steel. Available in overmount and undermount, 
from compact to 1.5 bowl, there’s a style to suit your needs.

Granite

Sigma 1.5 Bowl Sink 
Ultra modern geometric design for a stylish, 
contemporary look, suitable for any worktop
• Featuring pop-up covered wastes
• Minimum base unit: 600mm 
• L:1000 W:500 D:220mm
• Bowl size 332 x 436 x 220mm 
• Half bowl size 160 x 257 x 180mm 
177363 Grey Reversible

**Please note these sinks are suitable for solid surface/solid timber worktops only.   **Please note these sinks are suitable for solid surface/solid timber worktops only.   

Undermounts
The edge lip of the sink is mounted below a solid surface countertop, so the sink effectively 
hangs underneath the counter, as opposed to sitting on top of it; this creates a continuous  
flow from countertop into sink giving a true undermount look.

Contemporary 1.5 Bowl Undermount
• L:544 W:440 D:180mm
• Bowl size: 335 x 390 x 180mm
• Half bowl size: 145 x 280 x 116mm
211951 White

Sigma 1.5 Bowl Sink 
Ultra modern geometric design for a stylish, 
contemporary look, suitable for any worktop
• Featuring pop-up covered wastes
• Minimum base unit: 600mm 
• L:1000 W:500 D:220mm
• Bowl size 332 x 436 x 220mm 
• Half bowl size 160 x 257 x 180mm 
177361 Black Reversible 

Sigma 1 Bowl Sink 
Ultra modern geometric design for a stylish, 
contemporary look, suitable for any worktop
• Featuring pop-up covered waste 
• Minimum base unit: 600mm
• L:1000 W:500 D:220mm  
• Bowl size 468 x 436 x 220mm 
177362 Grey Reversible
177360 Black Reversible

Helio 1 Bowl Sink 
Space saving design with generous bowl ideal 
for compact living, suitable for any worktop
• Premium basket waste  
• Minimum base unit: 450mm 
• L:780 W:500 D:190mm 
• Bowl size 330 x 430 x 190mm 
177356 Grey Reversible 
  

Helio 1.5 Bowl Sink 
Space saving design with generous bowl ideal, for 
compact living, suitable for any worktop 
• Premium basket waste  
• Minimum base unit 500mm 
• L:860 W:500 D:190mm 
• Bowl size 330 x 430 x 190mm 
• Half bowl size 163 x 330 x 150mm 
177357 Grey Reversible

  

Helio 1.5 Bowl Sink 
Space saving design with generous bowl ideal, for 
compact living, suitable for any worktop 
• Premium basket waste  
• Minimum base unit 500mm 
• L:860 W:500 D:190mm 
• Bowl size 330 x 430 x 190mm 
• Half bowl size 163 x 330 x 150mm 
177355 Black Reversible

  

Helio 1.5 Bowl Sink 
Space saving design with generous bowl ideal, 
for compact living, suitable for any worktop 
• Premium basket waste  
• Minimum base unit 500mm 
• L:860 W:500 D:190mm 
• Bowl size 330 x 430 x 190mm 
• Half bowl size 163 x 330 x 150mm
177359 White Reversible
  

Helio 1 Bowl Sink 
Space saving design with generous bowl ideal 
for compact living, suitable for any worktop
• Premium basket waste  
• Minimum base unit 450mm 
• L:780 W:500 D:190mm 
• Bowl size 330 x 430 x 190mm 
177354  Black Reversible

Helio 1 Bowl Sink 
Space saving design with generous bowl ideal 
for compact living, suitable for any worktop
• Premium basket waste  
• Minimum base unit 450mm 
• L:780 W:500 D:190mm 
• Bowl size 330 x 430 x 190mm 
177358 White Reversible  

Blanco Axia 1.5 Bowl Sink
Flowing ergonomic work space along a single 
axis thanks to arrangement of bowls and 
multifunctional accessories, design that is notable 
for clear lines and the ultra-narrow, flat rim 
• Featuring  basket strainer 
• Min base unit: 600mm 
• L:1000 W:510 D:190mm 
• Bowl size 345 x 470 x 190mm 
• Half bowl size 180 x 345 x 130mm 
177370 Black

Blanco Axia 1.5 Bowl Sink
Flowing ergonomic work space along a single 
axis thanks to arrangement of bowls and 
multifunctional accessories, design that is notable 
for clear lines and the ultra-narrow, flat rim 
• Featuring basket strainer 
• Minimum base unit: 600mm 
• L:1000 W:510 D:190mm 
• Bowl size 345 x 470 x 190mm 
• Half bowl size 180 x 345 x 130mm 
177371 Grey

Franke Kubus 2 Bowl Undermount 
Lower care for use with solid worktops 
• Cabinet size: 900mm 
• W: 770mm D: 455mm 
• Bowl size: 400 x 340 x 175mm  
177376

Blanco Etagon 1 Bowl Undermount 
Generous staggered bowl with the  
functionality of a sink centre, integrated  
step creates an additional functions level 
• Featuring basket strainer 
• Minimum base unit: 600mm
• L:540 W:440 D:190mm 
• Bowl size 400 x 500 x 190mm 
177365

Blanco Etagon 1 Bowl Undermount
Generous staggered bowl with the 
functionality of a sink centre, integrated 
step creates an additional functions level
• Featuring basket strainer 
• Minimum base unit: 600mm
• L:530 W:460 D:200mm
• Bowl size 500 x 400 x 200mm
177368 Grey

Blanco Etagon 1 Bowl Undermount
Generous staggered bowl with the 
functionality of a sink centre, integrated 
step creates an additional functions level
• Featuring basket strainer 
• Minimum base unit: 600mm
• L:530 W:460 D:200mm
• Bowl size 500 x 400 x 200mm
177369 Black

Onyx 2 Bowl Undermount
Stunning contemporary design
• Premium basket waste
• Minimum base unit: 800mm
• L:758 W:460 D:200mm
• Bowl sizes 335 x 396 x 200mm 
177353 Grey
177350 Black
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Askwith 1 Bowl Undermount
Ideal for kitchens with limited space or 
as a secondary sink. Featuring pop-up 
covered waste  
• Min base unit 600mm 
• L:500 W: 363 D:178mm 
• Bowl size 436 x 295 x178mm 
177364 Grey

Onyx 1.5 Bowl Undermount
Stunning contemporary design
• Premium basket waste
• Minimum base unit: 600mm 
• L:558 W:460 D:200mm
• Bowl size 311 x 396 x 200mm
• Half bowl size 160 x 396 x 130mm
177352 Grey
177349 Black

Onyx 1 Bowl Undermount
Stunning contemporary design 
• Premium basket waste 
• Minimum base unit: 600mm 
• L:558 W:460 D:200mm
• Bowl size 464 x 396 x 200mm 
177351 Grey
177348 Black

Metro 1.5 Bowl Undermount
Ideal for compact kitchens 
• Basket waste  
• Minimum base unit: 600mm 
• L:580 W:450 D:180mm 
• Bowl size 355 x 410 x 180mm 
• Half bowl size 156 x 294 x 120mm 
• Polished fi nish 
177342 Reversible

Bordo 1 Bowl Undermount
• Polished fi nish
• Medium L:374 W:439 D:175mm
• Large L:489 W:430 D:200mm
219818  Medium
219819  Large

Ceramic Square Bowl
•  Can be fi tted as an inset or undermount
• L:450 W:475 D:180mm
219814 White

Bordo 1.5 Bowl Undermount
• Bowl size: L:350 W:415 D:175mm
• Half bowl size: L:160 W:285 D:120mm 
217456  RH 1.5 bowl
217455  LH 1.5 bowl

Undermounts

**Please note these sinks are suitable for solid surface/solid timber worktops only.   

From instant boiling water taps 
to Victorian-inspired, we have 
a wide selection of styles to give 
your kitchen that all-important 
fi nishing touch.

Taps
Manufacturer 
Guarantee*

5 years*
on Taps

5 years*
on Franke (parts)

1 year*
on Franke (fi nish)
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*This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights. Dimensions: height x spout reach x spout height.

Single Lever Pull-Out Taps

Seven Tap  
Modern styled kitchen mixer tap with 
ceramic disc cartridge and antisplash, 
360 deg swivel spout. Flexible tail pipes 
provided for convenient installation 
• Ceramic disc cartridge 
• 275 x 95.5 x 298mm 
• High and low pressure compatible
173903 Chrome

Propus Tap 
Architecturally styled kitchen mixertap with ceramic 
cartridge valves and antisplash, 360 deg swivel 
spout. Flexible tail pipes provided for convenient 
installation 
• Ceramic Cartridge 
• 297 x 230 x 200mm 
• High and low pressure compatible
173913 Stainless steel

Prime Tap
Contemporary single lever mixertap with swivel 
spout, antisplash aerator and a smooth ceramic 
disc cartridge. Flexible tail pipes provided for 
convenient installation 
• Ceramic cartridge 
• 254 x 188 x 159mm 
• High and low pressure compatible
173915 Brushed nickel 
173914 Chrome 

Cone Tap
Modern styled kitchen mixer tap with 
ceramic disc cartridge and antisplash, 
360 deg swivel spout. Flexible tail pipes 
provided for convenient installation 
• Ceramic disc cartridge 
• 261 x 118 x 377mm 
• High and low pressure compatible
173901 Chrome

New Media Tap 
Contemporary kitchen mixertap with stylish matt 
black finish providing a statement to any kitchen. 
Its single lever ceramic cartridge ensures smooth 
operation and the supplied flexible tail pipes aid 
installation 
• Ceramic cartridge 
• 317 x 219 x 298mm 
• High and low pressure compatible 
173924 Matt black

Professional Tap 
Spring Neck  kitchen mixer tap with ceramic 
disc cartridge and antisplash, 360 deg swivel 
spout. Flexible tail pipes provided for convenient 
installation 
• Ceramic disc cartridge 
• 279 x 95.5 x 472mm 
• High pressure 
173904 Brushed nickel

Genio Tap 
Modern and functional kitchen 
mixer tap with flexible spout and 
neat pull out function. Flexible tail 
pipes provided for convenient 
installation
• Ceramic disc 
• 437 x 230 x197mm 
• High pressure compatible
173906 Chrome

Virtue Nero Tap 
Stylish and practical kitchen mixer tap providing 
improved cleaning ability owing to it’s pull out 
hose with spray jet dual function. Its single lever 
ceramic cartridge ensures smooth operation and 
the supplied flexible tail pipes aid installation 
• Ceramic cartridge 
• 440 x 203 x 232mm 
• High pressure compatible 
173918 Chrome and black 

Ophelia Tap 
Professional style kitchen mixer tap with 
flexible pull away spout and switchable spray 
functionality. A ceramic valve cartridge ensures 
smooth operation and flexible tail pipes are 
provided for convenient installation 
• Ceramic cartridge 
• 478 x 195 x 163mm 
• High pressure compatible 
173920 Chrome and black 

Hesta Tap
Stylish and practical mixer tap combining the 
practicality of a dual lever control with a cleverly 
disguised smooth pullout spout head allowing 
for ease of cleaning in hard to reach places 
• Ceramic disc 
• 390 x 221 x 214mm 
• High pressure compatible 
173919 Brushed nickel
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*This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Monobloc Mixer

Atik  Tap 
Modern and stylish kitchen mixer tap perfectly 
suited to minimal kitchen designs. Its ceramic disc 
valves ensure smooth operation and the supplied 
flexible tail pipes aid installation 
• Ceramic disc 
• 346 x 233 x 217mm 
• High and low pressure compatible 
173921 Chrome

Airo  Tap
Durable and stylish kitchen mixer owing to it’s solid 
stainless steel construction. Its ceramic disk valves 
ensure smooth operation and the supplied flexible 
tail pipes aid installation 
• Ceramic disc 
• 360 x 217 x 235mm 
• High and low pressure compatible 
173922 Stainless steel

Quantic Tap 
Sleek and contemporary kitchen mixer tap  
ceramic disc valves, swivel spout and  
anti-splash aerator. Flexible tail pipes supplied 
for convenient installation 
• Ceramic disc 
• 306 x 219 x 287mm 
• High and low pressure compatible 
173905 Chrome 

Linear Nero Tap 
Stylish slimline kitchen mixertap with ceramic 
disc valves and antisplash, 360 deg swivel 
spout. Flexible tail pipes provided for convenient 
installation 
• Ceramic disc 
• 448 x 194 x 316mm 
• High and low pressure compatible 
173912 Chrome and Black

Upton Tap 
Classically styled kitchen mixertap with ceramic 
disc valves and antisplash, 360 deg swivel 
spout. Flexible tail pipes provided for convenient 
installation 
• Ceramic disc 
• 366 x 194 x 236mm 
• High and low pressure compatible
173911 Chrome

Kumai Tap  
Modern styled kitchen mixer tap with 1/4 
turn valve and antisplash 360 deg swivel 
spout. Flexible tail pipes provided for 
convenient installation 
• 1/4 turn valve 
• 258 x 142 x 377mm
• High and low pressure compatible
173902 Brushed 
173898 Chrome 

Zores  Tap
Classically styled kitchen mixer tap with 1/4 turn 
valve and antisplash, 360 deg swivel spout. Flexible 
tail pipes provided for convenient installation 
• 1/4 turn valve 
• 261 x 200 x 367mm 
• High and low pressure compatible 
173900 Antique brushed 

Zores Tap
Classically styled kitchen mixer tap with 
1/4 turn valve and antisplash, 360 deg 
swivel spout. Flexible tail pipes provided 
for convenient installation 
• 1/4 turn valve 
• 261 x 200 x 367mm 
• High and low pressure compatible
173899 Brushed 
173897 Chrome

Contax Touch Tap 
Progressive design allowing cold water to be 
switched on and off without the direct use of 
ones hands, perfect for rinsing dirty hands and 
reducing the spread of germs. Normal hot and 
cold operation and be controlled by the separate 
single lever valve  
• 431 x 216 x 306mm 
• High pressure compatible 
173917 Chrome
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Dimensions: height x spout reach x spout height.

Filter TapsHot Water Taps Bridge Taps

Zores Bridge Tap  
Classically styled kitchen mixer tap with 1/4 turn 
valve and antisplash, 360 deg swivel spout 
• 1/4 turn -valve 
• 220 x 297 x 405mm 
• High and low pressure compatible
173896 Chrome

Orcus 3 Way Aquifier Tap 
Stylish kitchen mixer tap providing crystal clear filtered cold water, 
through a dedicated central channel, along with everyday hot and cold 
supply. Comes with flexible tail pipes for convenient installation 
• Ceramic disc 
• 380 x 216 x 250mm 
• High pressure compatible  
173907 Chrome

Profile 4-in-1 Tap 
Hot, cold, filtered and steaming hot water, all on 
demand form one single kitchen mixertap. With a 
dedicated 3 litre under cabinet tank, waiting for the 
kettle to boil is now a thing of the past. Steaming hot 
water is only dispensed by means of a key fob that 
can be stored behind the tap for convenience, or 
up out of reach of small children 
• Safety hot water key for dispensing steaming
   hot water hands free 
• 425 x 216 x 299mm 
• High pressure compatible 
173923 Chrome

Franke 3-in-1 Tap 
Safety is assured with a two-step safety handle, 
while fully insulated spout and handle ensures 
that they both stay cool to the touch. Discreet 
and suitable for almost any kitchen, the horizontal 
heating tank sits neatly behind a standard 150mm 
cabinet plinth, freeing up much-needed cupboard 
space. 
• Minimum pressure: 1.5 bar  
• 385 x 180 x 240mm 
• High pressure compatible 
173910 Chrome

Protex 3-in-1 Tap 
Contemporary kitchen mixer tap 
providing hot, cold and steaming hot 
water on demand from it’s dedicated 
2 litre under cabinet tank. Safety 
is provided by a two stage handle 
operation with spring-loaded cut off 

• 390 x 222 x 287mm 
• High pressure compatible 
173908  Chrome nickel 
173909  Brushed   
   

ProUno Tap 
Contemporary companion tap 
providing steaming hot water on 
demand from it’s dedicated 2 
litre under cabinet tank. Safety is 
provided by a two stage handle 
operation with spring-loaded cut off 
technology  
• Ceramic disc 
• 427 x 108 x 195mm 
• High pressure compatible 
173916 Chrome 

Epira Tap
At the pull of a lever, the 3 in 1 steaming hot 
water tap can produce steaming hot filtered 
water up to 98°C, regular hot and regular cold 
water and replaces your main tap. Ideal for 
making hot drinks, cleaning, preparing pasta 
and more  
• 268 x 242 x 244mm 
• Low Pressure compatible 
152992 Brushed
152991 Chrome
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Splashbacks
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Splashbacks
AluSplash® is an advanced aluminium-based Splashback and Wall Panel, 
which is eco-friendly, durable, cost effective, and fire-resistant.

• Safe & Hygienic

• Easy to clean and maintain

• Strong & Durable

• Cost effective

• Quick & Easy to install and  
 fabricate (D.I.Y)

• Eco-friendly

• Grout free

• Light weight (7kg/m2)

• Water & Steam Resistant

• Will not shut or crack on impact

• Fire Resistant Mineral Core, suitable for 
 installation behind gas stoves

• Can be folded & bent around corners,  
 without joints

• 4mm slim line thickness- perfect  
 to cover an existing tile wall

• High Gloss Paint Surface, similar  
 reflection to glass

• AluSplash® is fully backed with  
 a 5 year limited warranty

Alusplash® Spanish Red
170810 3050 x 545mm
170812 800 x 600mm
170814 900 x 800mm

Alusplash® Blueberry
170792 3050 x 545mm
170794 800 x 600mm 
170796 900 x 800mm

Alusplash® Space Silver
170793 3050 x 545mm
170795 800 x 600mm
170797 900 x 800mm

Alusplash® Grey Lavender
170811 3050 x 545mm
170813 800 x 600mm
170815 900 x 800mm

Alusplash® Bright Olive
170816 3050 x 545mm
170818 800 x  600mm
170820 900 x  800mm

Alusplash® Ebony
170817 3050 x 545mm
170819 800 x 600mm
170821 900 x 800mm

Alusplash® Petrol Blue
170798 3050 x 545mm
170800 800 x 600mm
170802 900 x 800mm

Alusplash® Warm Grey
170799 3050 x 545mm
170801 800 x 600mm
170803 900 x 800mm

Alusplash® Latte
170822 3050 x 545mm
170824 800 x 600mm
170826 900 x 800mm

Alusplash® Totally Teal
170828 3050 x 545mm
170830 800 x 600mm 
170832 900 x 800mm

Alusplash® Blue Bird
170804 3050 x 545mm
170806 800 x 600mm
170808 900 x 800mm

Alusplash® Grey Mocha
170805 3050 x 545mm
170807 800 x 600mm
170809 900 x 800mm

Alusplash® Ocean Wave
170835 3050 x 545mm
170837 800 x 600mm
170839 900 x 800mm

Alusplash® Aubergine
170829 3050 x 545mm
170831 800 x 600mm
170833 900 x 800mm

Alusplash® Ice White
170834 3050 x 545mm
170836 800 x 600mm
170838 900 x 800mm

Alusplash® Silver Brushed
170823 3050 x 545mm
170825 800 x 600mm
170827 900 x 800mm

Splashback accessories

158630  Internal Corner Profile

158629  External Corner Profile

158628  Worktop Profile

158627  Edge Profile
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Storage & Accessories
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3

3

2
1 

2

8

4

5

Pull-Out Base
•  150mm
 •      Available with solid  

base or mesh base

Storage Dividers  
for Pots and Pans
143816 600mm
143817 900mm
143818 1000mm

Spice Rack 4-Tier
• Chrome
322140

4

5

Solid Base Basket Pull-Out Larder 
Unit
•  300mm
•  Available with solid  

base baskets

 3 x Recorner Maxx sets 
create corner storage 
for a 925mm Tall corner
 Pull and Swing Larder Unit
• 500mm
•     Available with solid base  

or mesh base

6

Pull and Swing  
Larder Unit
• 500mm
•     Available with solid base  

or mesh base
 

Solid Base Pull-out 
with Wine Rack
•  600mm wine rack included

 Magic Corner 
•  Available at 800mm & 1000mm 
•  Available as left and right handed
•  Available with mesh or solid baskets

8 

6

7

7

1
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Tier Wire Pull-Out
300mm
158519

Pull-Out Wire Shelves
600mm
158520

Pull-Down Wirework
600mm 
148593

Re-Corner Maxx Unhanded Corner Unit
158522 800mm
158523 1000mm 

Re-Corner Solutions
The Re-Corner Maxx works with both a base cabinet and a wall cabinet and allows you to reach 
those difficult areas by rotating the carousel and bringing storage to the front of the cabinet.

Wire Storage
Wire pull-out and pull-down storage is an excellent way to utilise space while saving you from 
reaching deep into cupboards to find what you need.

Opalum STORM Bluetooth Speaker
•  STORM is a premium quality sound system 

that is designed specifically for furniture 
integration including wine racks, kitchen 
islands, 150mm cupboards and side panels

•  Speaker unit: H:405 W:112 D:200mm
•  Fascia: H:425 W:120 D:5mm
•  Designed for flush or recessed installation
•  80W music power per unit
•  Actisonic patented sound technology
 144023

Pull-Out Worktop
•  White solid base pull-out worktop 

fits into a 600mm standard 
drawer pack

•  Ideal for that extra worktop space 
or just to pull up a stool and use 
as an eating area

148594

Worktop Charger
• Offers clutter-free wireless charging
 for Qi compatible smartphones and
 other devices. 
• Flush fitting
• Splashproof 
• Discreet design
 148592

Accessories

Kitchen with radiator Kitchen with plinth heater

Our selection of plinth heaters are the perfect 
space-saving solution for keeping your kitchen 
warm, without the need for a bulky radiator. 
Installing a plinth heater means you can enjoy 
the benefit of additional space for cupboards 
and worktops. With an electric option available 
or a model that easily connects to your central 
heating system, they deliver ample heat to 
keep your kitchen warm.

Plinth Heater

A Wickes plinth heater replaces a radiator and can be 
installed into unused space under the kitchen units, 
giving you the opportunity to create space for additional 
storage units, extra work surface and more appliances. 
Heat outputs up to 2kW.

143846  Stainless Steel (central heating system)

143845  Stainless Steel (electric)

Pop-Up Socket 
with USB 
142264

Sockets & Plinth Heaters
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Drawer Insert A
• Fits 300mm drawer
143810

Drawer Inserts A+B+C
• Fits 900mm drawer
143814

Drawer Insert B
• Fits 500mm drawer
143812

Drawer Inserts B+C
• Fits 600mm drawer
143813

Drawer Insert A+C
• Fits 400mm drawer
143811

Internal Drawers for High Base Units

Drawer Inserts
You can create your own unique system of drawer inserts which are available as sets 
or individually. All are completely dishwasher-safe for added convenience.

A B C

1 Extendable Cutlery Tray
• 800-1000mm
• Ash
158530

2 Extendable Cutlery Tray
• 450-600mm
• Ash
158529 

3 Cutlery Insert
• 500mm
• Grey
158526

4  Cutlery Insert
• 600mm
• Grey
158527

5  Cutlery Insert
• 900mm
• Grey
158528

21

3 4 5
• 300mm 
198335 

• 400mm
198336 

• 500mm
198337

• 600mm
198338

Drawer Insert
143810

Drawer insert
143812

Drawer insert
144695
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Food Waste Disposers. 
Clean, convenient and responsible. No more messy food waste.

Create an odour-free 
hygienic kitchen.

Food waste disposers are: 
✔ Safe and easy to use
No blades or knives

✔ Practical no food caddy on 
the work surface

✔ Convenient
Quietly and quick

✔ Instant
Food waste ground into fi ne 
particles that are fl ushed away 
through standard plumbing

✔ Hygienic
From chicken bones to fi sh 
– no more food waste in the 
rubbish bin

✔ Easy to install
Fits most kitchen sinks

The perfect answer for a tidy kitchen. Our food waste disposers 
are easy to install, fi t neatly under most sinks and connect to 
standard plumbing with an electrical connection required.

Add value, quality and convenience to the modern kitchen 
and make your life easier. There’s a model to suit every household.

EVOLUTION 200

For large households and 
cooking enthusiasts

148603

MODEL 66

For medium to large 
households

148602

MODEL 46AS

For small 
households

144387

2 year 
warranty

4 year 
warranty

6 year 
warranty

✖

1 Deep Bin for 
 300mm Base Unit
 • 1 x 32L Bin
 • 1 x 1.2L Bin
 158535 

2  Stanto 60 Waste Bin 
for 600mm Base Unit
• 2 x 35L Bins
158534

3  Stanto 60 Waste Bin 
for 600mm Base Unit
• 2 x 24L Bins
• 2 x 8L Bins
158533

4  Stanto 50 Waste Bin 
for 500mm Base Unit
• 1 x 24L Bin
• 3 x 8L Bins
158532

5  Stanto 40 Waste Bin 
for 400mm Base Unit
• 2 x 24L Bins
158531

2

43

1

5
Accessories Hanging Rail
• 1200mm hanging rail
• 6 hook rail for utensils
•  Magnetic knife block to hold 7 knives
•  White container with cutlery divider
•  Storage shelf with magnetic and dry wipe 

memo board
149390

Towel Rail 
• Chrome
 320948

Crockery Board Storage Dividers
• 600mm 
145466
• 900mm
145462 

Storage Dividers for Provisions
• 600mm 
143816
• 900mm 
143817 

• 1000mm 
143818 

Internal Drawers, Dividers & Hanger Solutions

Integrated Waste

Waste Disposal
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Sirus 4 Light Eyelid Kit
• Includes driver
157764

Triangle Natural Light
•  Suitable for surface mounted 

or recessed
157752  Single
157755   3 Pack, includes driver

Round Natural Spotlight
•  Suitable for surface mounted 

or recessed
157753  Single
157754   3 Pack, includes driver

Wedge Natural Light
•  Suitable for surface mounted 

or recessed
157756 Single
157757  3 Pack, includes driver

Surface Light
157751 3 Pack, 
includes driver

Sirus 4 Light Kit
• 4 Pack, includes driver
157762

Sirus Square 3 LED Light Kit
• Includes driver
157763

Asti Over Cabinet Light
• Chrome effect fi nish
157773LED Glazed Back Panel Natural Lights

• Suitable for 500mm cabinet
• 18mm cabinet
157770

Square Natural Spotlight
• 3 Pack, includes driver
•  Suitable for surface 

mounted or recessed
157758

LED Lights
Create anything from a soft, intimate glow for dining areas to 
an ultra-modern lighting eff ect for parties and entertaining.

Plinth Lighting

Cabinet Lighting
Add ambience with these stylish lights, perfect for under, above or inside 
display cabinets, under a breakfast bar, island or above a worktop. 

Infrared Door 
Sensor Switch
157768

Touch Sensor 
Switch with 
Nightlight
157769

20W 12VDC 
LED Driver
157765

Flexible 5m Strip Natural Lighting Kit
Includes 5m reel of strip lighting, 
connection cable, driver, straight 
connector(s) and corner connector(s)
157760

4 x 300mm Includes driver
157761

Single Shelf
157774

Experience the soaring highs and the 
rich stereo sound of JBL® combined with 
warm, dimmable  lighting, without the 
fuss of speaker wires, power cords, or an 
independent remote control.

Sengled Pulse Horn Pendant Light Fitting 
with Pulse Flex LED Light Bulb and Wi-Fi 
JBL® Speaker

Sengled Pulse Flex is a multi-room audio 
system in the form of  an LED light bulb 
enabling different lighting and playback 
settings for specifi c rooms within the home. 
Designed as a set the Pulse Horn is a 
custom-made pendant light fi tting for 
the Pulse Flex.

Available in  
Silver 148597 | Gold 148598

Dimmer Light Switch
157767

4 Way 
Distributor
157766

LED Glass Shelf Natural Clip Light
• 2 Pack, includes driver
157771

Shelf Lighting

Strip Cabinet Lighting Sensor Switches

Speaker Lighting
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Need a new 
Bathroom?

Check out our new bathroom 
range, available in-store 
or online at wickes.co.uk/bathroom


